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DESCRIPTION
Metallurgy is a science and technology at which the working of
metal involves for extracting metals from ores, undergoes
purification, and getting them ready for use. It investigates a
metal's microstructure, or the structural elements that are visible
under a microscope. The ores will first undergo for the removal
or separation of waste matter.

It involves metal processing, extraction and designing along with
physical and chemical behavior of metallic elements. The
mechanical characteristic of a metal is elastic and plastic when it
is subjected to a force that can be determined by its
microstructure.

The chemical composition is a relative alloy's for a given element
is typically stated as a weight percentage. It occurs in areas where
oxygen is restricted such as under washers or bolt heads.
Corrosion of metals such as iron which involves in
electrochemical process is present in pure samples and seems to
be resist corrosion.

In the earth's crust, only a small number of metals, including
gold, silver, platinum, mercury, etc., are found in their free state.
Some of the hydrometallurgical processes include leaching,
precipitation of insoluble compounds, pressure reduction. Low
reaction metals exhibit limited convergence to air, moisture,
carbon dioxide, or naturally occurring non-metals.

Stress corrosion cracking refers to the growth of cracks due to a
corrosive environment which leads to failure of ductile metals
when subjected to tensile stress, particularly at high
temperatures. Hydrometallurgy involves in the use of aqueous
solutions for the extraction of metals or compounds from their
ores. A mineral is any naturally occurring material in which a
metal or its compound can be found. An ore is a mineral from
which a metal can be profitably mined.

The determination of energy consumption is from mining,
processing, etc. which involves the material when it is mined and
ready, to be shipped to customers in the form of bulk metal.

They are 3 different categories used for the study of metallurgy
are:

1) Physical metallurgy
2) Process metallurgy
3) Mechanical metallurgy

Oxygen lances which are provided for deep decarburization of
ULC and stainless steels, leads to reduction of the metal loss.
The development and principles for the most common
technological method processes includes gas stirring, vacuum
facilities, ladle furnace and chemical heating, and techniques for
alloying and trimming additions.

The majority of electrically active metals exist as various ions due
to their high electrical positive nature and use of drying agents.
The significance of metal ore forms includes oxides, silicates,
carbonate, and halides which are composed of multiple
elements.

Chemical Metallurgy is primarily concerned with metals,
oxidation and reduction. On the other hand, the physical
Metallurgy deals with the physical performance of metals and
mechanical and physical  properties of metals. When metal atoms
are exposed to an environment containing water molecules they
give up electrons, which are positively charged ions.

The commercially used materials are of cost consideration and
have poor mechanical properties. The structure of metals and
alloys depend upon the heat in addition to their particular type.

Mining of large pieces in ore particle are broken by crushing or
by grinding in order to obtain the particles that are small
enough where the each particle is either mostly valuable or
mostly waste. Pitting corrosion also occurs much faster in areas
where microstructural changes have occurred due to welding
operations. Metals can be heat and treated to alter their
properties of strength, ductility, toughness, hardness or
resistance to corrosion.
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